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WHY
EZVIETNAMESE?
The main reason is that Vietnamese language
is not easy, but it will become easier when you

CORPORATE VIETNAMESE
LANGUAGE TRAINING
Is fluency in English enough?

find an easy way to approach to.
In the global marketplace, English is a must.
Relocating in a new country makes you face

However, when it comes to keeping connection

different cultural and language barriers.

with local colleagues and understanding local

Vietnamese learning is really a big obstacle for

business culture, is English enough? If English

those who want to have a deep understanding

is a must in the global market, Vietnamese is

of Vietnam mostly because of its pronunciation

a MUST and a PLUS in a developing economy

and tones.

like Vietnam.
In many corporations investing in Vietnam, the

THE IDEA OF EZVIETNAMESE
IS VERY SIMPLE

employees are required to take Vietnamese
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fluency determines the possibility of getting
promoted and of developing a business.

Make studying

Help you develop an

Business-based communication skills in

Vietnamese

initial interest in the

Vietnamese

simple and

language and

One-to-one sessions with a customized

straightforward

culture of Vietnam

training plan
Pre- and post-program support for
corporate examinations
Support for HR Departments in conducting

study hard
& study smart
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Founder/

language class and examinations. Vietnamese

What we do for you?

HOW?

MEET OUR TEACHER TEAM

the language training plan for employees

Our clients

SOMETHING YOU SHOULD
KNOW BEFORE STARTING
TO LEARN VIETNAMESE
Don't hurry: The faster you go, the less you’ll
know.
Don’t think that Chinese people find it easy
to learn Vietnamese: 70% Chinese speakers
or those who know Chinese struggle a lot in
Vietnamese pronunciation.
Don’t think that if you have knack for
language, it will be easy for you to learn
Vietnamese.
Vietnamese is not a CRAZY language, it has
rules which contain some exceptions.

WITH OUR APPROACH

Tones are the soul of Vietnamese language:
instead of complaining about the tones,
adjust yourself to tones because you cannot
change the nature of the language. Don’t

Our curriculum is systematized and covers

get frustrated because your teacher fixes

common, real-life situations.

your tones, be happy about this because a
good teacher will shape your tones at the
first stage of learning. That is the

Our lessons are tailored for your needs

fundamental stone in your learning progress.

and your pace in order to help you absorb

On-and-off schedule does not make

the language step by step.

effective. Make sure that you keep yourself
on a regular schedule. Don’t be off from
lessons many times because it makes you
forget Vietnamese and dismotivated.

Our teachers are well - trained and

Don’t try to translate every thing from

give you easy-to-use pronunciation guides

Vietnamese into English

